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About This Game

Classic gameplay. New experience.
Panzer Corps Wehrmacht is the award-winning turn-based strategy game that the press has called “…nothing short of brilliant”

and “the spiritual successor to the Panzer General series”, with high rankings and praise around the world. Brought to fruition by
a team of experts and a community of hundreds of fans, Panzer Corps - Wehrmacht has evolved into the ultimate strategy

classic that will find a home on any wargamer’s shelf!

Set in World War II, Panzer Corps - Wehrmacht puts players in the general’s tent in charge of the Axis armies, across 26
scenarios in one large campaign tree, carrying core forces through the war. This core force can gain experience and upgrade to
new weaponry as it becomes available. With over 800 unit types, divided into 20 unit classes there is a huge amount to explore.

Make use of your unit’s strengths and your enemy’s weaknesses and seize victory.

Looking for a more ‘human’ challenge? Panzer Corps’ multiplayer is deservedly popular, with thousands of games running on
the server at any given time. Find an opponent online quickly and easily throughout the world with Slitherine’s award-winning
PBEM++ asynchronous multiplayer system. Play historical battles or balanced scenarios created specifically for multiplayer,

where both sides have equal chances to win. Panzer Corps supports cross platform multiplayer, so you can even battle owners of
the iPad version of the game!

Developed by Flashback Games and The Lordz Games Studio, Panzer Corps - Wehrmacht replicates a classic wargame and
upgrades it to 21st century standards for a new generation of wargamers.
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Main Features
• 800 unit types, divided into 20 unit classes with 20 detailed parameters to identify unit’s abilities, 24 terrain types affecting

gameplay in various ways. Panzer Corps will celebrate the glory days of strategy gaming with the aim of attracting new players
to the genre;

• Campaign: all 26 scenarios are combined into a large campaign tree with several entry points at various stages of the war.
Depending on the outcome of each battle (decisive victory, marginal victory or defeat), the player will be faced with different

challenges and a progress along different parts of the campaign tree;
• More than 30 nations represented in the game: Germany, Italy, Poland, France, Great Britain, USA, USSR, Norway, Belgium,

Netherlands, Albania, Romania, Greece and more.
• Core units that travel with you throughout the campaign gaining experience and that can be upgraded as new weapon

technologies become available.

Additional content
For players who enjoy the game, there is a lot of quality content which will keep them busy for months.

The Grand Campaign consists of 10 campaigns that bolt together to create a staggering 150 scenario Grand Campaign which
cover the entire war from 1939 to 1945 in great detail. You can play them all linked together or each as a standalone campaign.

The Afrika Korps expansion consists of 24 scenarios, new terrain and units and explores Rommel’s North Africa campaign.

Panzer Corps: Allied Corps is an expansion for Panzer Corps. Allied Corps includes more than 25 new scenarios, over 50 new
regular and special elite units, and modified version of existing units to cover the entire war in detail from the Western Allies

perspective.

And if this is not enough, Panzer Corps comes with a bunch of modding options and a powerful editor (PC only), and there are
dozens of free user-made campaigns readily available for download from the Internet.

All Panzer Corps content is also available on iPad, so this strategy gem can be played everywhere!

Reviews
96% - GamersHall.de

Panzer Corps is a solid and loving overhaul of the classic Panzer General. Technical implementation and graphic design leave
little room for any criticism.

93% - GamerTell.com
Easy to learn, simple interface, hard to stop playing once you start, you don't have to be a serious wargamer to appreciate.

9/10 - CPU Gamer
When it comes to being Panzer General, Panzer Corps beats the pants off the competition.

90% - Armchair General
Overall, PanzerCorps is one of the best “beer and pretzels” turn based wargame releases in years. The game is very polished and

stable. It is fun to play.

90% - PelipPlaneeta.net
...nothing short of brilliant.

9/10 - RTSguru
This was seriously one of the best games that we have ever played. If you do not pick this up, you are missing out.

9/10 - Onet.pl
If one asked how would Panzer General be like if it was released today? The answer is simple - it would be Panzer Corps.

9/10 - EntDepot
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Panzer Corps has me dreaming in hexagons nowadays.

A- - GameShark.com
Now that the official review is complete, if this were any other game it would go on the shelf next to other games that have been

“finished” but I have every intention of firing it up again.ລ
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Title: Panzer Corps
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Flashback Games, The Lordz Games Studio
Publisher:
Slitherine Ltd.
Release Date: 10 Jul, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Pentium 4 or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64Mb Video Card

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: If you use a newer OS than Windows XP, you will need at least 2 GB of RAM

English,German,Russian,French
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I thought this game was frustrating. It has easy puzzles that are made tedious because you have to tear up the room to find the
pieces. So instead of using your brain, it's like you have to just go around looking for your lost car keys. And then when you
solve the puzzle, you get to talk to some eccentric British ghost who is answered by you (a bewildered woman). Maybe the
game's story gets better, but the game is lacking game play. I would rather just watch a movie. Also the puzzles involve moving
furniture around to complete a circuit, but why does that make any sense?. Really enjoying the combat. It's pretty much the
main selling point for me. I played the Spiderman game on Gamecube and the fluid movement you get using the ODM Gear is
amazing. Titan combat is fun. You don't feel outclassed by the plot.. They screwed us over with deluxe and added season pass
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you devs, I own large chunk of 1c games and will never give you another dollar. A good time killer.
The strategy is very shallow, the AI is laughably bad, and you will get incredibly tired of hearing "saving game please wait." But
as an unsung classic of the strategy genre and one of my favorite games in youth. This game is always fun for a quick little
afternoon of conquering a country or two, when you just want to sit back and enjoy the conquest.
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Pretty basic hex wargame. But is ok. No unit stacking not very complex. Ok for entry level wargamers. AMEIZING
. This can be scaled to play with arcade controls or flight sim controls. I played it arcade style with joystick and really enjoyed
it. Lots of content here, graphics look great, flying is fun as hell.. That's not a game, that's a clicker application, you'd better read
a book.
Don't buy it, especially, if you are not native Russian speaker.. Very good, beat it in about an hour. playing this game makes me
feel like the developers did a lot of history research , and poured a lot of love in this game. Worth your time if you are into
history-city builder-management games.. Worst game ever.. I'm glad I purchased it on sale but it might kill time.

The Star Explorers Manual:
I have created a basic guide to playing Star Explorers for new players. There is already an in-game tutorial (currently only in the
beta version) and a controls menu that explains all the various key commands, but the manual provides a more consistent
overview of the game as a whole. Download the pdf here:

Star Explorers Manual[www.schmidt-gallery.com]

The manual is provided at no cost, so feel free to download it and share the link with anyone you feel might be interested.. "Red
and Blue" special discount till the end of May!:
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At 45%, so $0.54 / CDN$ 0.71 / 0,49€
https://store.steampowered.com/app/940130/Red_and_Blue__Cycles_of_Existence/

The bundles
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/9816/Red_and_Blue_Full_Edition/
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/11092/Red_and_Blue_Full_Edition_gifts/. Join us on Steam!:

The Secret Order 2: Masked Intent is a suspenseful adventure with historical elements based on the theme of the conflict
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between good and evil.

The daughter of the Master of the Order of the Griffins receives an alarming call. She is the only person who can stop the new
member of the high council – the Secret Five – from destroying the Order. Learn the secrets of forgotten artefacts, travel to the
17th century, earn the trust of the spectres imprisoned on a mysterious island, and discover the seat of the legendary Clan of the
Dragon.

Will the Master's daughter live up to the task?

The game will launch with 40% premiere discount.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/399890/
. Support our Kickstarter via Pay Pal:
Hi everyone. Due to popular demand, we've set up a store page where you can pledge to our KS campaign via Pay Pal.

There are five tiers available, although I should warn you that the £90 is limited to 5 copies only.

 theakickstarter.bigcartel.com

Please note the eta for the rewards is July 2018, although we will aim at sending out some of the digital content before that.
Thea 1 copies will be distributed as soon as the KS campaign ends and our funds clear and we get a handle on things ;)

Thanks for all your support!

. FOIL THE PLAN FOR WORLD DOMINATION!:
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Add the game to Steam wishlist to stay updated!
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Paris, 1900. During the world expo an unknown force kidnaps the brightest minds of the century.
To what sinister end? Step into the shoes of Emily Patterson – the daughter of one of the captured scientists – to conduct your
own investigation, follow the trail of the captor and thwart his evil plans before the fate of the world is sealed.

The game will be available at 40% discount for seven days after the launch.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/678970/Modern_Tales_Age_Of_Invention/
. Coming Soon: NVIDIA Ansel support for 360-degee screenshots:

[www.facebook.com]

Hi all! Just a quick note to say that we've added support for NVIDIA Ansel 
(http://www.geforce.com/hardware/technology/ansel) to support panoramic screenshots in Aven Colony!

You can find a fully interactive version of this shot at Mothership's Facebook page here: 
https://www.facebook.com/MothershipEntertainment/posts/1996865030541698:0

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter, where we'll be posting many more 360-degree screenshots of Aven Colony over the next
few weeks!

Paul. Eldervale Early Access Trailer:
Short and to the point. The trailer focuses on the action, not so much on puzzles, atmosphere and story, but not to worry : it's all
there.

https://youtu.be/-r8wp6KOW3o. Waifu Fight Dango Style is LIVE on KICKSTARTER:
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Waifu Fight Dango Style is LIVE on KICKSTARTER!!

Pick up some sweet Waifu Fight swag by supporting our campaign today and remember, every pledge level $15 and above
comes with a closed beta key.

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/waifufight/waifu-fight-dango-style?ref=creator_nav. Moonlight thief is available!:
Hello. Thank you for your interest in the moonlight thief.

I want to ask you two questions.
1. Close attack key is the direction of the character / or in the direction of the mouse?
2. The confirmation key is an event (e.g. acquisition of an item) is the key for eating cookies or the inventory key?

Additionally, the frame-down problem was discovered when the game was a laptop using internal memory (I will try to solve
this problem as soon as possible).

And I fixed the bugs -
After getting Marionette in chapter 2,the police were appear,
if you save at home during the day, game paused ,
And you could not climb the wall with a hook.

It's a game made by one-developer during three years, so there's a lot of awkwardness, but I want to reflect your opinion as
much as I can.

Thank you and have a good day. :). WWB 10 BRO WORLD X:
Dark days have fallen in the world of Broforce. The lands are suffering from a great evil. There are only a few (actually twenty
six) heroes who can save the planet. Your theme for the final Weekend Workshop Brodown is:

BRO WORLD X
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